Itinerary

10:00  Meeting at Shinkansen Ticket Gate of Hiroshima Station
10:05  Depart from Hiroshima station
       Drive by Hiroshima-jo Castle
10:40-10:55 Atomic Bomb Dome
10:55-11:30 Peace Memorial Park
11:30-12:30 Peace Memorial Museum
12:40-13:30 Lunch (Okonomi Yaki)
14:10-14:20 Otorii Gate passing by Ferry
14:30  Miyajima Otorii Gate
14:35-15:25 Itsukushima Shrine
15:30-16:00 Daisho-in Temple
       If you would like to go shopping, you can take free time in shopping avenue.
16:20-16:30 Ferry
17:20  Arrive at Hiroshima station

★Tour Price ★ 1 Person, Japanese yen, tax included
With Lunch  ¥15,000- for Adult, ¥13,000- for Child
Without Lunch ¥14,000- for Adult, ¥12,000- for Child

Sales on Consignment
Across No.1 Travel Shinjuku Head Office
TEL 03-3200-8871
Email: t.shinjuku01@his-world.com
Equinix Shinjuku Bldg 4F 1-1-17 Kabukicho, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160-0021 JAPAN

Please read and agree our terms and conditions with our website before making your booking.